


Objective of the lesson
Use Blockly to light a Neopixel Colour Star

• All of you will:

– Make a Neopixel (coloured light come on)

• Most of you will:

– Change the colour of a Neopixel

• Some of you will:

– Make a Neopixel blink different colours using RGB values
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Go to www.codebug.org.uk

Click on CREATE and then on the Blockly Tab

You will see a simulation of the Codebug. The Triangular Play button can be used 
to run your program and view what will happen once you download to your Codebug

http://www.codebug.org.uk/


Click on the cog next to the picture of the Codebug 
Choose Colour Tail > Glowbugs x5



A Colourstar should now be enabled on leg 3
Add a repeat while True loop to make 
the Colourstar stay on forever

From the Colour Tail menu add a 
‘set colour pixel’ block
Choose a colour for Neopixel 0



You can control each Neopixel in the colourstar just like you did for a Glowbug



Test your program in the Codebug simulator
The Colourstar Neopixels should come on



Experiment by using the set colour pixel block to choose your own colours
Combine a red value from 0 to 255 with 
a green value from 0 to 255 with 
a blue value from 0 to 255

http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_colors.asp

http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_colors.asp


Challenge

1. As your teacher to add a Colourstar to make it work for real

2. Try different effects e.g.

- All lights come on clockwise one at a time, then go off and repeat

- All lights come on clockwise one at a time, go off and repeat 

anticlockwise

- All lights come on at once, go off and then repeat

- All odd numbered lights come on, go off then all even numbered lights 

come on



Answers

Three Neopixels chained together

Uses Neopixels 0,1,2

You just keep wiring them in a line as shown below 


